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Link to original video, or did you produce this yourself?

Please hold the vaccines makers responsible because it was never a real vaccine instead it
was an experimental drug with serious side effects.Everyday, I’m grateful that I refused twice
on receiving the toxic jab. I did contract Covid and was sick for 4 days and didn’t require a
hospital or dr. I have taken vitamin d, complex b and zinc for 15 yrs and believe it helped me.

We all tried to warn them, but lemmings will always be lemmings.

Actually, I remember reading that it was made mandatory in Germany. You had to get a
shot.

Sports events attract audiences in stadiums. Carbon footprint.

When do The Hague trials begin?
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Climate change
causing stress and lack of sleep
So kids are turning to energy drinks
Yep
If we raise tax on driving
And we’ll save lives

Can we get the trials going please and get these people hanging from ropes ??

Anyone who isn’t ready for war after seeing all of these kids die has lost their soul

Nothing to see here. Get your updated booster.

Absolutely will NOT get that cancer shot

You/yours Please be vaxed, whenever available…..

My 26 year old niece got the vax. She got a blood clot in her neck. My cousin’s 28 year old
daughter got the vax, and had a heart attack. My daughter has two friends that got the vax.
One is 26, and she is now seeing a cardiologist. The other is 28. She now has multiple
sclerosis after getting the vax. I hope all these people that pushed this poison are exposed for
the liars they are. Safe and Effective is one of the biggest lies ever told.
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Juliana

Almost 60 yrs after the assassination of JFK, we finally received confirmation that what we
believed to be true all along about the CIA involvement in Kennedy’s death was, in fact, a
reality. Our gov’t lied to us for decades. In fact, the term “conspiracy theory” entered into our
lexicon for the first time to describe those who disagreed with the gov’t version of events.
History repeats itself 60 yrs later, and we still have the same language being applied to
describe those of us who refuse the gov’t “safe & effective” vaccine. Historic data tells us our
gov’t has lied to us repeatedly over the years, which is why we must perform our due
diligence, use discernment, refuse to be led like sheep to a slaughter by evil people to whom
lying is as natural as breathing. The evil ones will one day stand before God & have to give an
accounting for their horrific deeds. I’m praying that day is within sight.

Amen. You are absolutely right about everyone standing before God and giving an
account for everything that we have ever done. We will also have to give an account for
every word ever uttered from our mouths and I’m sure those evil people will be absolutely
shocked because, 1..they will actually be held accountable for what they have ever said
and done, they just won’t/can’t understand that and they will not be able to lie.

Truth!

They, “meant” well……Nazis, believed they were exterminating their society’s
“rodents” in their Holocaust actions too…..Incidentially, their society was 93%
literate(ours is in the mid 70 %) at the time……They were not ignorant people……
Am sure their intentions were “good” like our crop of socialists believers…

All autoimmune labels are BS. Everyone told that their body is attacking itself has been
poisoned via needles, meds, and numerous other toxins in our environment. Heavy metal
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Florida Investigation of Jabs

toxicity is rampant.

agreed

Most of the Fox hosts were not in favor of mandating the jab. Many did promote it.

The biggest long-term issue is as all of this unfolds, the remaining credibility of the
government will be destroyed. This not a good thing. We need a credible government, but
right now we don’t.

The government is supposed to report actual data & statistics good, bad, and ugly. The desire
to hold power is why they lie. The border is secure, the jab is safe, & we created over a million
jobs where only 10000 were created are falicies designed to keep the current political party in
power and sway elections and public opinion. It works until the lies don’t match reality and the
blind followers wake up.

We are a Banana Republic now. Not long until it blows up.

People need to swing for this

and still wearing a mask, SMH

this is not a Political post or rant, but I pray that the Grand Jury Investigation into the covid
shots by Florida Governor DeSantis blows the lid off this genocide gene therapy and opens
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the eyes of the people and gives courage to more of our medical professionals to step forward
and into the light.

The worst part about all of this is the Hippocratic Oath that the doctors take when getting
their licenses. “To do no harm” meaning that if they know better they wouldn’t do it. Well
surprise…many of them did knowingly do harm and profited it by it.

The horror will stop when Jesus comes back.. I know that is not popular right now . Even
some Christians have given up on that. Did you ever hear or read about such evil in all of
history? All is a fake reality. It’s because time is short and the devil knows it. The Bible says if
God doesn’t do something no one will be left alive. Evil wants this planet.

Lots of doctors like Dr’s Tenpenny, Bhakdi, Ryan Cole,Rashid Buttar , Shankara Chetty,
Mirkovitz and many others are saying that the jabbed will ALL die of the spike protein
complications and those that took multiple jabs and boosters will suffer and be maimed and
die sooner. The jabs create and cause unstoppable spike protein production and there is no
known way to halt it – which eventually leads the body to start attacking itself and cause clots,
strokes , heart attacks and death. Even for those that only got a single jab – assuming it
wasn’t a placebo saline shot.

Love him or hate him, there has only been a very few outspoken critics of the jabs like Louis
Farrakhan of the Nation of Islam who has instructed its members to absolutely not get jabbed.
Whereas all the other Religious Leaders have led their followers to slaughter… thanks Francis
!

There were some very outspoken Orthodox Christian priests who were warning against the
jabs and all of the Covidism.
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Many Outcomes Like This

Horrible for her, but on the bright side big pharma will make millions more off of this girl.

But take heart! The pharmaceutical companies have launched an investigation into the
Possibility of adverse effects of the vaccines. I’m sure their findings will be made public
in oh, 75-100 years!!!

Last night at Christmas gathering, 60 yr old brother in law. Last year prostate PSA 1.6 Post
vaxx, 6.7. Positive post biopsy cancer.

Been reading about fenbendazole, a pet de wormer, again right. Looks looks many people are
having raging success in removing tumors. I have just read in the past 2 weeks on how
parasites and cancer are related.

I just completed an RSO Rick Simpson Oil treatment for prostate issues, 62 yrs old., 6.3 PSA.
Gained relief with flow, testing, Post treatment MRI is good, PSA testing this week.

There are options out there. Check out the fenbendazole, it looks very promising.

Dr Lee Merritt MD, website The Medical Rebel, is a recently retired spine surgeon & a
medical history buff who has been one of many dissenting voices since 2020 … she
speaks to the parasite cancer correlation and the multiple options (including
fenbendazole).

OK, sad tragic outcome, we get it. But the unvaxxed have been telling people for almost 2
years to wait and not to get the jabs. It takes decades to test vaccines…. and yet you trusted
big pharma even though all the test animals died and health problems and deaths were
reported within the first few months. why?
After being labeled a conspiracy nut, I stopped telling friends, family and co workers and just
kept quiet and minded my own business.Some had strokes, heart attacks and few have died
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after getting the boosters – these were people previously healthy in their mid to late 50’s.
During the jab mandate I was fired and lost my job because I wouldn’t comply. Guess what – I
found another job and life goes on. It’s not easy, I was lucky to find work even though it was
much lower pay, but I managed and most importantly I remain healthy.

My last influenza flu shot was 4 seasons ago. I will never again take a flu shot and definitely
none of these gene therapy jabs. My heart aches for all those young pregnant mothers who
were told the jabs were safe and now according to some sources over 80% have miscarried.

For those that elected to get the jab to keep their jobs, attend college or travel and are now
maimed and injured for life, my regrets to your family who are now burdened to care for you,
but what are you expecting from those that remained unvaxxed and have warned you for the
last 2 years?

Same.

You were lucky to have only been called a conspiracy nut.
I was screamed at to “stay away from me”. Or, “I don’t know what you are talking about.
You know you had a vaccine as a child you are fine, you’re crazy”. I had a brother lie to
me for 3 years about “being busy” or “too much traffic that time of holiday”, or why he
wouldn’t visit and why my family couldn’t come visit, living one hour away. Of course he
had covid 2x and is 40+ lbs overweight, too! When I called him on it that he’s a liar, it’s
because after almost 3 years you won’t give it up about my vax status and it DOESN”T
HELP, IT LOWERS IMMUNITY. I have been blocked. No more brother.
NO ONE HAS APOLOGIZED. Even a nurse acquaintance asked me how did I know not
to get it, after 3 summers being annoyed at me, NEVER APOLOGIZED.
I really don’t think any apology for their disgusting, disrespectful and childish behavior will
come. They are getting very scared again that they are ticking time bomb.

“It’s a scientific mystery” says the “doctor””.

Wow, blockbuster stupidity. Or evil intent. Med school is probably tough enough, requiring
enough intelligence that I think I can dispense with the former. That leaves the latter.

Lots of evil floating around lately. Has it always been so prevalent? In my 6 decades of life, I
never have thought so.
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But I guess I’ve been schooled.

It took me decades to learn there can be stupid doctors. The thing about getting
through med school is not necessarily intelligence but the ability to study rigorously
and work a lot. The learning part is supposed to woek in concert with that.
Compassion and empathy are also supposed to be part of the equation and
formerly unquestioned as going into the profession, willing to put in the hours was
sufficient to show dedication.

However, as newer generations came of age, doctoring became something, like so
much else, a commodity. Something to impress and garner a high wage.
Somewhere along the way, like so many things, the status outweighed the mission;
That being the helping of others. Admittedly there are a great many “technically
adroit” doctors but not nearly as many who actually give a damn.

You are correct, America. My primary is giving up her practice. She was in
partnership with another who is retiring. I went to see her to say goodby and
to ask, politely, what was the reason. She said she did not want to join a
hospital group, be a concierge doctor for rich people, couldn’t be in a
practice as the sole doctor, and just wanted to help people. She also said
that medicine has become a business with profit and loss over helping the
sick. When health care providers are on Wall Street and have to answer to
their stockholders, it’s time to leave. At some point, she added, she may
join Doctors Without Borders. Yea

They are much more overt about it now. How else do you explain the drag queen deal?
They think they have us….
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They know what the cause is. They also know they’ll loose their medical license if they
breath even a word of it.

Too many doctors being made examples of, losing their licenses for vxx denial. At the end
of the day a doctor is like anyone else and the threat to loss of the lifestyle they are
accustomed to is a discouragement to try.

Germany is a dictatorship. Speak out there and you get hauled away.

And they’re all still wearing masks as they decry foul play. No hope…

no hope at all. none.

I heard Pfizer is German for genocide!
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Aunt Lea

Völkermord

pfizer has record profits, safe & effective genocide, mission accomplished

Record profits which get recycled into more propaganda.

The sheep keep dying while the sheep hearders thin out the herd to have better control of
what is left.

Then they will try get rid of the PureBloods.
Wait a second! Are we not the ones with gUnS?

Aunt Lea, a word to the wise: best to not identify yourself, because they are
looking for us.
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True, thanks.

Rise up!!!!

Can’t wait for the lawsuits. But if it’s anything like election judges the world is screwed! No
accountability! The WHO nazis etc will walk free richer than ever!

would be nice, but won’t see any litigation. With the jabs now approved as childhood
vaccine for infants and toddlers, big Pharma has gained total immunity against
prosecution backed by the US government. Still under the blanket of Emergency Use
Authorization, getting jabbed is deemed voluntary. No one was tied down with a gun to
their head. Instead every participant willingly rolled up their sleeves for the first, second,
and some even multiple booster shots. Maddening !

My heart breaks for this poor girl. While Bill Gates talks about awaiting the birth of his future
grandchild, he’s hurting and getting rid of other people’s children and grandchildren. I guess
his overpopulation concern doesn’t apply to his own creepy family.

The vaccine killed my father. August 26, 2021 is my worst day in my 60 year life. He had a
routine surgery performed, got thru that with flying colors. Bout 11:30 that night his body
started its auto immune response that quickly overwhelmed all the hospital could do for him.
Soon his kidneys failed, liver shut down, he passed thru the Pearly Gates at 6:30 am the next
day. I just wanted yall to know……
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My sincere condolences

May he Rest in Peace, Prayers to your family for the passing of your Loved one Amen.

I’m old enough to remember March 2020, cootie treatment was identical to flu. That was
enough for me to call BS on this whole scam. Everything going forward is now a criminal
charge. Motherf.ckers.

Global Depopulation Progrom

Nuremberg 2.0

Poison one and it is a tragedy, poison billions and it’s a statistic.
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God said to be fruitful and multiply. If nothing is new under the Sun, than neither is the
population! Who do they think they are?

At least a thousand more years on this earth through the millennial kingdom before the
final battle and only after that will all melt in a fervent heat before the new heaven and new
earth.

They think they are gods qualified to create their own morality. Read Homo Deus by Yuval
Noah Harari.

It always amazes me how every commercial involving a medication ends with a guy ranting off
80 different possible side effects and to consult with your doctor before taking it – but every
commercial for the vaccine doesn’t – as if nothing can ever go wrong with taking it

Excellent point and comparison.

Other medications do not have immunity against lawsuits. The clot shot death jabs do.
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Astute observation, than you.

That’s also why the product insert is blank.

So ends the career (and possibly the life) of a promising young athlete… Damn that climate
change!

…not the merriest of Christmas seasons for the wounded and the fallen and yet the little gods
of pharma will test the nations for even more government windfall. no doubt, millstones have
been set aside for each of them.
…greed and malice have been winning a lot of battles but that is coming to an end ..I feel it in
my spirit. there is disclosure coming and though I’m not a mean person, I’ll willingly pull a few
levers when the time comes.

‘They’ are working on recreating the Spanish Flu and of course, gain of function, to make
it as deadly as possible. Ask Fauci and friends, though they may deny it now.

Well, on the other hand, Bourla has been able to produce great revenue for Pfizer. The smug
asshole probably considers that a good tradeoff. He was trained as a veterinarian, so he
probably considers his “clients” at the level of animals.
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Search them out. There are a few good doctors out there still.
As soon as my doctor recommended the vax, I found a new one

You cannot embrace ‘Depopulation’ without killing many, many people.
WAR
FAMINE
DISEASE
We are facing that trifecta today.
Bill Gates and the WEF are very pleased with their progress.

I saw this coming because I have been studying the saga of other vaccines that have
damaged people.

If you do a search on the HPV vaccine and you will find all kinds of teenagers lives ruined from
it.

They were promoted as a safe and effective breakthrough (sound familiar?) for cancer.

Now a report came out that says they arent even effective (sound familiar?)

They swept it under the rug and hid it, just like they are doing with this vaccine and all
vaccines.

Gates destroyed many lives in India and Africa with his early vaccine/poison experiments!

Reportedly, half of women in their late twenties, are unable to conceive or bring a
pregnancy to term, and its due to the HPV vaccine.

Remember, before Covid, all the stories that’d be in the news, usually locally or regionally,
of some poor high school football player who died on the field ‘of a previously unknown
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congenital heart defect”?

Yeah, you can be money that is was one of the required vaccines, before football
practice, that actually killed those kids.

Vaccines, I think, are straight from Satan, and the end game of all of it, all the now
centuries of people having to suffer and/or fight their damnable governments for having to
deal with ‘mandates’; THE END GAME OF IT, ALL ALONG, WAS TO FOSTER AN END
TIMES GOAL OF USING VACCINES TO FORCE PEOPLE TO COMPLY, TO MARK
THEM EVENTUALLY, AS A PART OF A ONE WORLD SATANIC GOVERNMENT.

Daughter, 30 yrs old, took the shot for work. Has a 2 year old, conceived within
weeks of going off BC. All per shot. Its been 1 1/2 years off BC and NO Pregnancy
so far.

Remember, part of the Covid spike protein, and the vaccine, contain some bits of the HIV
genome, what could possible go wrong?

Yep—and now they’re building huge new Pharma plants with plans to switch all vaccines to
mRNA models.
So, still using the “experimental” VAXX, still seeing the same outcomes but, DOUBLING
DOWN.
Humanity on the cusp. Ask yourself which group of humans are being affected most. Who is
being FORCED to take the POISON. It isn’t Africa.

That’s what I’m afraid of, switching all vaccines over to mRNA and keeping it hidden. I got
the shingles shot last year but I will refuse any further vaccinations and didn’t get flu shot
this year. From the drug companies all the way to the tech giving the shot, I have no trust
in them.
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I’ve heard too many stories of people in nursing homes getting shingles terribly,
after the rounds are made vaccinating them for shingles.
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